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Competitors as Partners

Are industrial nations competitors or partners? In stating the problem in this manner it is not our intention to establish a contrast or an alternative. The "competition of systems" between West and East, world-wide trade discrimination and integrated areas, which shut themselves off against third states, frequently give the impression of a hard-fought battle as the original concept of competition implies. And yet, competition and partnership are by no means eternal opposites.

The apparent logic of one-sided ways of looking at things fits only too well into the world picture of a public filled with anxiety about the future. Views of this kind are nourished by ever growing doubts as to whether Europe will be able to hold its own in the powerfield that is developing between the new large economic complexes and the developing countries as they evolve. But such doubters must be told that the future need not necessarily bring a confrontation between, say, the European forces and the economic potential of the USA or the planned economies of the Eastern Bloc, but rather a partnership between the groups. For the yawning gaps between the various stages of development in which rich and poor countries find themselves drive the world more and more into a relationship of tension between North and South — a tension that can be relaxed only by a common effort. The stronger the European economy, the more indispensable it becomes as partner, if the tasks confronting the world are to be fulfilled. The constantly increasing pace of development since the last war has brought in its wake decisive alterations in the structure of the world economy, particularly through the creation of new major areas and through changes in the technological realities.

As a new major economic area must primarily be regarded the Eastern Bloc, which with its ever increasing industrial potential becomes constantly more important to the Western economy both as customer and as partner vis-à-vis third markets. Similar considerations apply to the Asiatic Zone surrounding the mightily expanding Japan, to Africa with its fully developed South African Union and to Latin America—an area of its own, which is gradually beginning to prosper. An essential task of these new economic groupings is to work together with the already highly industrialised areas in helping to achieve for the developing countries in between a rate of growth which will lead to a gradual adjustment of living conditions. This task will be made easier by the international division of labour which even today leaves the manufacture of simpler goods increasingly to the developing countries. The industrial countries for their part seek their future chances in specialised production processes demanding highly complicated skills. This requires of each of the nations concerned ever larger investments for research purposes, forcing them into partnership, if only by the constraint of technological progress.

This year's Hanover Fair, which started on April 26, brings to Western Germany a multitude of enterprises from all parts of the world for a display of their industrial goods. The Fair gathers together competitors and partners in striving for commercial success, partners in the common endeavour to promote trade and prosperity.
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